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Founded by Galeazzo II Visconti and rebuilt by Francesco Sforza in
1450, the Sforza Castle is one of the most imposing monuments in
Milan, along with the Duomo.
The Castle’s inside is home to several museums, among which the
Museo di Arte Antica with the Sala delle Asse painted by Leonardo
da Vinci, the picture gallery with works by Mantegna and Canaletto,
the collection of applied arts and the new outfitting of the Pietà
Rondanini by Michelangelo.

The Castle represents a unique and fascinating historical context
from an architectural perspective too, specifically for its defensive
purposes. With Ad Artem you can discover it by visiting the secret
routes of the Castle!

The Building and the Museums
Masterpieces in the Castle’s collections | GUIDED TOUR
This tour embraces all the most significant artworks present in the Castle’s
collections: from the most refined examples of Lombard sculpture up to
Bambaja’s virtuosity expressed by the funerary monument of Gaston de
Foix, to the Sala delle Asse frescoed by Leonardo da Vinci and concluding
with the Pietà Rondanini, Michelangelo’s last work.
The Sforza Castle: a Renaissance palace or a fortress? | GUIDED TOUR
In this tour we discover the two souls of the Castle: in the section of the visit
that takes place on the outside of the building we can analyze the
defensive features of the stronghold and the rational articulation of the
spaces that made this castle impenetrable throughout the centuries; by
entering the museums, each gorgeously frescoed room reminds us of
stories and anecdotes about the two illustrious protagonists of the dazzling
court life: Galeazzo Maria and Ludovico Il Moro.

Renaissance masters: the Pietà Rondanini and other masterpieces |
GUIDED TOUR
A tour to discover the great masterpieces present in the Castle’s museums.
Inside the ancient Spanish hospital it’s possible to admire the Pietà
Rondanini from all points of view around the sculpture. It’s the undisputed
masterpiece of Michelangelo, which he began at elder age and left
unfinished.

Secret Routes
Battlements tour | GUIDED TOUR
Nowadays we gaze at the city from up above to take some
nice pictures at sunset, but this was not the case for the
soldiers patrolling the battlements, always alert to spot
approaching enemies. The tour also includes the guards’
room with reproductions of ancient weapons and the
Santo Spirito Rivellino.

Please note: the tour is forbidden to kids under 10 years
old

Price
Museum Tours

90 minutes

€ 135,00 | Entrance Tickets > € 5,00 adults | € 3,00 over 65.

Secret Routes

90 minutes

€ 175,00 thu-fri; € 265,00 weekend | No entrance tickets

How to book
On www.adartem.it you can find a more detailed description of the tour, and you can directly send your booking request.
If you prefer, you can contact us via phone to receive info and book with our operators calling 02 6597728 (from Monday to Friday,
from 9:00 to 13:00 and from 14:00 to 16:00).
For customized cultural projects you can contact Adriana Summa adriana.summa@adartem.it

Booking and Information:
info@adartem.it | 02 6597728

